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Women's History Month Issue

Editorial By Michael Reyes

This issue of QOS is dedicated to the many women in our community and here on
campus that have impacted and transformed our world. As part of our recognition of
Women's History Month we have compiled works from women writers, academics and
poets.
Our last issues featured artwork from Carlos Alberto Torres and this cover features artwork by Oscar Lopez Rivera titled, La Maquina De Coser. We are featuring these two
Puerto Rican Political prisoners' work as part of the 25th anniversary of their imprisonment. Our next issue will be featuring many more unique paintings that will be on display at La Galeria Que No Era located at 2620 W. Division St. scheduled to open April
3. Our community is looking forward to visits from many Puerto Rican National heroes
such as Rafael Cancel Miranda, Elizam Escobar and folk artist Roy Brown.
QOS would also like to acknowledge the many contributions of Dr. Jacob H.
Carruthers who passed away earlier this year, for more about Dr. Carruthers refer to
page 10.
We are currently in the process of formulating our May issue as well, which will be a
special edition issue, dedicated to analyzing the many forms of colonialism and resistance of our communities. We look forward to documenting not only our experience on
campus but also in our community.
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Que Ondee Sola is published at Northeastern Illinois University. The opinions expressed in Que Ondee Sola do not necessarily reflect those of the
Administration . Responsibility for its contents lie solely within the staff.
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MISSION
Que Ondee Sola is a 32 year old
Puerto Rican/ Latina/o monthly
student magazin e. Our mission is
to provide ou r campus with
a relevant and engaging
publication that deals with
student issues, particularly those
of Latinos and issues
that are of importance
to our communities.
Que Ondee Sola continues to
affirm the right of Puerto Rican
self-determination.

Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano:
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Voices Toward ALatino Agenda - Performance at NEIU
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Michael Reyes
On March 8th, Union for Puerto Rican Students hosted a poetry and hip hop performance by
Cafe Teatro Batey Urbano. The event, entitled "Voices Toward A Latino Agenda," was
inspired by the many issues that the Puerto Rican and Mexicano/Chicano communities are
presently facing.
The Latino Agenda, a concept that refers to the growing consciousness of Latinos in the
United States and the development of solutions to many of our issues, is relatively significant
to UPRS. The president of this 32 year old student organization, Yvonne Nieves, stated, "It
was important for us to bring about awareness to these issues that are affecting our community the most. 'Voices Toward A Latino Agenda' will help us do this on the NEIU campus." She
also mentioned that UPRS supports Latino programs on campus, such as the development of
• the Mexican/ Caribbean Studies Program, Proyecto Pa'alnte, and the employment Latina/a
professors to teach all disciplines. According to Nieves, these issues are part of the Latino status, or issues pertaining to the Latino community and higher education, that other Latino student organizations around Chicago are working on, like the Puerto Rican Student Association
at UIC.

, "We can't ignore issues that have and are affecting our community," echoed Melissa Cintron,
a collective member from Batey Urbano. "If we ignore these issues, then we are turning our
backs on the millions of Latinos that these issues directly affect, including our youth."
·
Cintr6n's poem "Bad Medicine" talked about the government's manipulation of our bodies
and the forced sterilization of women in Puerto Rico throughout the 1950s and 60s.
NEIU student Edith Bucio, a long time UPRS and Batey Urbano supporter, commented on

f the event. "It was wonderful to see so many aware youth talking about these issues. Their performance was great and they are very talented!"
Among the performers was the Batey Urbano Louder Than A Bomb Poetry Slam Team. They
performed their group piece called "HR611 ," which talks about the contradiction of the US
Military as well as the possibilities of getting drafted. 14 year-old Dwight Delgado was very
shy about performing for the university audience, but joined his slam mates in the middle of
the room. Also among the featured performers was the Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos High
School Slam Team who finished third in this year's Louder Than A Bomb competition.
The Union for Puerto Rican Students looks forward to hosting more events like this one.
"We want to continue to help educate people about what's going on in the community as well
as NEIU," said UPRS member Jason Lopez, also known as DJ Wrek who can be found performing at Batey Urbano. Batey Urbano is open every T hursday, Friday, and Saturday night.
For more information visit www.prcc-chgo.org.
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Corporate scientists cooking up treats
To capitalize on mindless, drooling dogs nation-wide.
"They're so well trained, they deserve it"
We've been eating whatever is set in front of us like starving canine
Like dogs,
MASTER knows best,
Like dogs,
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We lay there
play dead,
[
BETTER
thanand
dogs,
We oblige to any command.
We are:
cute,
entertaining,
but
INFERIOR animals to be experimented with.
Lovable compliant property, used to fetch the morning paper.
As I receive mine,I read this morning's fictitious truths on world affairs
and see that those who are here to make us feel better,
are monopolizing on what makes us worse.
Will the prozac stabilize my mind or drive it over the edge,
Naw, it's just a placebo.
Striving on pseudo-serotonin provided by trusted family physicians,
And those who write their checks.
I hunger for unadulterated facts ,
But I may not be able to take it,
so I mix facts sprinkled with sugar and imagination in my coffee.
Only bitterness well in my mug.
But I'm to drink it down and get ready to face surreal life
with smiling lying eyes,
I sip:
HOT BLACK LIES!
Wondering: How many babies are exploited while being force-fed
out of tin cans instead of natural vessels.
The perfect FORMULA to make a buck ...
Or millions.
Wondering:Why thousands of Boricua Mothers, Sisters, Daughters
have been used as guinea pigs for experimental birth control trials,
Without their knowledge.
Or.. .. sterilized for the sake of controlling the population of La Isla.
They thought La Operacion could be reversed.
Wondering: How many more Boricuas will pushed substances
detrimental to their health ,
In Doctors' offices
In Grocery aisles
In the streets
Because they can't cope with conditions not even fit for a pet.
Wondering: How clones, robots, plastic people and animals growing human flesh
have come to be actuality.
All man-made miracles, for the sake of mankind,
or certain kinds of man.
Wondering: How the Golden Calf turned green
Wondering: How many bitter sips it takes before we STAND UP!
And not just simply:

Melissa Cintron

SIT
ROLLOVER
and
BEG.
To get another "GOOD BOY"
And maybe a milkbone.

20.o-s·1s

Sandra Posadas
The American Way

Pelo Malo

You do notwill not
teach the golden rule
to your children
so ...
why should I?

She mumbles
a curse
under her
breathi watch her
through the
mirror.

values of
this materialistic
capitalistic
narcissitic
culture!

Andya know what?

Your children
spit and laugh
taunt and tease
yell and screech
at my children
who
are schooled
in the
teachings
of one
Very
Great
Prophet.
My children
who
turn the other cheek
share
wait their turn
say please and thank you
and speak
your native
tongue fluently
as well as
our own.
My children
are just as
educated
cultivated
and contaminated
with the

& ~(l'ue

No matter
how much
we strive
to survive,
no matter what
9-5

job we
takeour presence
is still
an intrusion.
Is the
Ameican Way
anything more
than an
illusion ....
Pure disillusion
for those
who can
only look
in from
the make-shift
mist of
semi-coexisitance with you

my
monolingual
anti-immigrant
englsih only
starbucks sipping
family values
friend.
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she pulls the
merciless,
plastic,
instrument of pain
into the
tender tresses
she called,
"Pelo Malo"
Continually
yanking the
comb's sharp
teeth through
my headnumbing
my scalp
tears welling up
In the corners
of my eyes
as my head

SNAPSBACK
with each stroke.
She,
forcing her will
through my
untamable
wild
manewrestling with
the curl
and the
reality
that
my herenda
cannot be
negated;
that it
skipped
the
color of my

skin
but permeated
up through the
roots
of the
wirey cords
she called
"Pelo Malo."
She combs
She yanks
She tugs
Until my
"Pelo Malo"
lS

tamed and transformed
into disentangled
strands of silk
saturated in
Johnsosn's baby oil
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Dissecting the Real ID Act

Another Example of Anti-Immigrant, Anti Mexican Politics
Michael Reyes
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Once again the U.S. Congress is looking for a reason to lock down the U.S./ Mexico border and send
those immigrants home. As part of the recent anti-immigrant, and in this case specifically, anti-Mexican
and anti-Latino attacks, the Real ID Act (H.R.418) introduced by Chairman F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr.
(R-Wis) claims to "prevent another 9/ 11 terrorist type attack by disrupting terrorist travel."
Using post 9/11 momentum, the Real ID Act attempts to mask its anti immigrant sentiment by posing
"terrorists" and "terrorist activity" as its major concern. The bill and its supporters say that laws adopted in reaction to the 9/ 11 Commission "failed to include several key provisions critical to addressing vulnerabilities."
But in reality, the Real ID Act has very little to do with "terrorists" and very much to do with preventing
' Mexican and Central American migration to the United States. According the legislation itself, it would
prohibit "federal agencies from accepting state issued drivers licenses or identification cards unless such
documents are determined by the Secretary to meet minimum security requirements." "One of those
requirements is evidence that the applicant is lawfully present in the United States," in other words,
whether or not someone is "legal" or "illegal." This would highly regulate states such as Illinois from
attempting to pass drivers license laws for undocumented workers, and thereby undermining years of
grassroots work.

, -Like that was not enough, the Real ID Act also includes sweeping provisions to exempt the Department
of Homeland Security from national laws and bar judicial review of border construction projects along
the U.S./ Mexican border. It expands the militarization of the border with the continued construction of
rthe "triple fence" in San Diego, California putting the cost close to 200% over budget and forcing peo, - ple to take more remote routes through the mountains and the desert at a much higher risk of fatality.

Centro Sin Fronteras

Visits Springfield Once Again

On Wednesday, March 9th a group of 60 people from Centro Sin Fronteras and it's youth program, El Zocalo Urbano, traveled to Springfield, Illinois. This mobilization was organized to rally
support regarding three bills; HB129, which proposes drivers licenses for undocumented persons; SBl 792, which will protect day laborers' rights; and SB1623 which will allow undocumented persons to use the consular identification cards as valid I.D.'s for official state business.
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Yvonne Nieves

Though HB129 was passed through the executive committee by a vote of 8 to 3, the group still

'

lobbied key political figures to gain support for the remaining bills. Centro Sin Fronteras visited
democrats and Latino Caucus members to request their presence at a meeting in order to gain
Democratic support for the issue of drivers licenses for undocumented workers in Illinois. The
bill still has to pass through the Illinois House of Representatives as well as the senate, so there is
still much work to be done. If you are interested in supporting Centro Sin Fronteras contact
them at 773 / 836-8383.

Batey Urbano
to Celebrate 3-Year Anniversary
Melissa Cintron
Next month, Batey Urbano will be commemorating
its third year of Puerto Rican/Latino artistic, musical, poetic, and political expression with a fundraiser show to be held on April 30th. The celebration
will be a showcase of the combination of Batey's
"Three Nights of Expression" (poetry, hip hop and
culture), featuring performances from the best local
artists who have contributed to making the space
what it is today.
Batey Urbano has hosted some of the best underground hi hop artists such as Immortal Technique,
All Natural, One Man Army, Family Tree,
Primeridian and Rhyme Scheme. A host of renown
poets have honored the space such as the late Pedro
Pietri, Willie Perdomo and Puerto Rican National
heroine/ poet Lolita Lebron. Batey's cultural events
have included bombazos with AfriCaribe and
Plenazos del Pueblo, rock en espaiiol shows. One of
Batey Urbano's many visitors was Oscar nominated,
J ose Rivera, the screenplay writer of "The
Motorcycle Diaries," who took part in enlightening
question and answer session . The space has been an
avenue for some of the best Latin@ artists in
Chicago, showcasing amazing youth talent to the
works of well-known muralist, Gamaliel Ramirez
and Chicago's own Cuca. The Batey Urbano grew
out of a need to provide Latinos in Humboldt Park
an outlet to voice their ideas and realities. These
forms of expression are a critical part of relaying
information through our oral histories, passing on
traditions and transforming our dynamic culture.
Batey Urbano, as a grassroots space, is maintained
by donations generated on its nights of expression,
and is coordinated by a collective of Latino youth
who work on a volunteer basis because of a commitment to struggling in Humboldt Park's Puerto
Rican community. They know the importance the
space holds as an asset to our community within the

greater struggle against gentrification and displacement.
Batey Urbano invites you to come and celebrate this
momentous occasion. There will be multimedia stations that will explore Batey's various projects.
These projects include L.U.C.H.E. (Latinos United
to Change Higher Education), Batey Tech Tutoring
and Summer Program, Participatory Democracy
and others. In just three years, many talented young
Latin@s have found a sense of cultural identity, have
grown politically and have discovered talents they
have been denied to explore.
Please support our endeavors in creat1v1ty and
struggle. Tickets will be sold in advance at 2647 W.
Division, college students/adult tickets cost $10
and high school students $5. You can contact us by
phone at 773/ 394-5206.
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El Zocalo Urbano Celebrates its grand opening
High Expectations for Centro Sin Fronteras' Youth Project
Jose Mendez
The City of Chicago offers various attractions to its tourist,
but it has forgotten about the Mexican, Chicano, and Latino
youth on the south side of the city, for it does not provide a
space for them to express themselves in any form, and
that's where El Z6calo Urbano comes into play.
El Z6calo Urbano comes out of a need for Mexican ,
Chicano, and Latino youth to have a drug free space where
they can learn about their cultural background while teaching themselves about the dangers that their communities'
confront and trying to find solutions to these problems. El
Z6calo Urbano, located at 2300 S. Blue Island at Wood
Avenue, was donated by Centro Sin Fronteras and its
organizer Emma Lozano. What makes it more unique is
that local Latino high school and university students will
run it.
The project's opening night on February 26 was a success
with an attendance number of over 150 people. The night
included performances by local Latino hip hop groups, Djs
and poets. This is just one of the numerous events that it
hopes to provide to Chicago's Mexican, Chicano, and
Latino youth.
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Jacob Hudson Carruthers, Jr.
a.k.a. Jedi Shemsu Jehewty
At Q OS , we feel it is very important for the Latino community on
campus to know about Dr. Jacob H . Carruthers and how much of an
impact he has had on our campus and in the city of Chicago. Q O S
would like to send our condolences to the Carruthers family and to
the black community on campus. D r. Carruthers will be truly missed
by all students on campus.

February 15, 1930 - January 4, 2004
On Sunday, January 4, 2004, Dr. Jacob H.
Carruthers, one of the great African
American scholars, historians, researchers,
and educators died at home in Chicago,
Illinois after a long illness. He was a professor of history and education at the Center
for Inner City Studies (CICS) at Northeastern
Illinois University fo r t hi rty-two yea rs.
Professor Carruthers's leadershi p pioneered
the development of both undergraduate and
graduate programs at CICS, which influenced t he development of the minds of hundreds of students who sought careers working in the inner city's urban environment. He
contributed to the development of CICS's
academic discipline in the United States, and
he fostered the Chicago School of AfricanCentered Thought that manifested itself in
the community-based Communiversity.
Dr. Carruthers established himself through
his work with leading African and African
American scholars in the world through his
leadership in the development of a plan to
rewrite African history under the aegis of the
African World History Project of the
Association for the Study of Classical African
Civilizations (ASCAC). These scholars include
the late John Henrik Clarke, Cheikh Anta
Diop, John G. Jackson, Chancellor Williams,
Charysee McIntyre, and Bobby E. Wright.
10
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Contemporaries
include
Anderson
Thompson, Asa Hilliard, Leonard Jefferies,
Chinweizu, Theophile Obenga, Yosef benJochannan, Ayi Kwei Armah, Kobi Kambon,
and Marimba Ani.
Dr. Carruthers authored several important
books that paved the way and provided the
framework for
the African-centered
approach to the research and study of
Classical African history and African civilization. His works include: Intellectual Warfare
(1999), Mdw Ntr (1995), Essays in Ancient
Egyptian Studies (1984), and The Irritated
Genie (1985). Other significant works
include Science and Oppression (1972) and
African or American (1994). He co-edited
Reconstructing Kemetic Culture (1990), The
African Worldview (1986), and The
Preliminary Challenge (1997). Many of his
works challenged the prevailing ideas in the
field of Egyptology as well as the role of

African people in the development of civilization in the ancient Nile Valley.
Jacob Carruthers excelled academ ically.
Following graduation from Phillis Wheatley
High School in Houston, Texas, he attended
Samuel Huston College in Austin where he
earned a bachelor's degree. After the Sweatt
vs. Painter United States Supreme Court
decision in 1950, he along wit h Hemon
Marion Sweatt and three ot her blacks integrated the University of Texas Law School.
Jurisprudence, however, was not his calling,
and he did not retu rn the followi ng year. In
1951, facing the draft and the Korean War,
he volunteered for the United States Air
Force. After serving in the Air Force, he
enrolled in Texas Southern University where
he earned a master's degree in government.
His passion for learning and a sense of service led him back to the classroom. From '61
to '64, Dr. Carruthers taught at Prairie View
College in Texas. After earning a doctorate in
politica l science from the University of
Colorado at Boulder-the first African
American to do so-he taught at Kansas
State College in Pittsburg, Kansas for two
years. Thereafter, his career led him to
Chicago, and in 1968, he joined the faculty
of the Department of Inner City Studies
Education at the Center of Inner City Studies
of Northeastern Illinois University. Serving as
a consultant on African-centered education
to the Chicago Public Schools and other
school systems throughout the United
States, Dr. Carruthers was influential in the
African-centered education movement. He
was a co-founder of the teacher training
program, Teaching About Africa. He was also
sought after nationally and internationally as
a lecturer on African history. In 1981, Dr.
Carruthers became the High Priest of the
Temple of the African Community of Chicago

that was established to meet the spiritual
needs of those who sought to practice
ancient Nile Valley spirituality. He was a
founding member of the Kemetic I nstitute
and ASCAC. In 1995, Dr. Carruthers was initiated into elderhood in a community ritual
at which time he took the name Jedi Shemsu
Jehewty (the one who speaks is a follower of
Jehewty) .
Dr. Carruthers leaves behind a wife, Linda
(Ife); three sons, Jacob III, Darnell, and
Ch rist opher;
a daughter, Tawakalitu
Jogunosimi; a niece, Margaret Lee
(Georges), who he considered a daughter;
two grandchildren, Jacqueline and Jacob IV;
two great grandchildren, Lynon and Makala;
a sister, Carol Lee (Charles); two brothers,
Riley and Andrew (Willie); and a host of
nieces, nephews, and cousins.

, GLOBAL HEALTH CONCERNS: Organizing, Educating, and
Advocating for Health and Human Rights in Vieques, Puerto Rico
Maria Idalf Torres, PhD, MSPH

-•

I briefly review the process of community
organization, education, and advocacy activities that ended the harmful military practices
in the island-municipality of Vieques, Puerto
Rico, while drawing attention to the intersection of human rights and social justice in the
context of local and global implications.

The Viequense experience was one of building
an organization based on people's experiences
and strengths, educating people to increase
, individual and collective efficacy and power,
ef,I'., and advocating for policy change with an
assertive cohesive action. Public health practi. . . . . ,:
tion~rs must ~ontin_ue supporting community....
led mterventlons m the restoration of the
island's environment and other resources vital
for people's health and well-being. (Am J
Public H ealth . 2005 ;95 : 9 12 . doi:
10.2105/ AJPH .2003 . 025700)
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In 2000, an American P ublic Health
Association policy resolution was added to
others in an international campaign calling on
the president of the United States to order (1)
the cessation of military exercises in Vieques,
an island- municipality of Puerto Rico, (2)
return of the occupied land to the 10000
inhabitan ts, and (3) implementation of a federally sponsored p rogram aimed at decontaminating the land and other natural resources
decimated by 62 years of bombings .'' In
response to local civil disobedience within the
firing range of the US Navy and Marine Corps,
and international support for the health and
human rights of the Viequenses, the US military forces ceased all practice exercises in the
island-municipality on May 1, 2003.
Key to the successful international public
health campaign to demilitarize Vieques was a
fo cus on health as a fund amental human right
as first articulated in the Universal Declaration

originally published in the American
Journal of Public Health (4/PH);

of H uman Rights and the World H ealth
Organization's definition of health as a state of
complete physical, mental, and social well
being. "Living in a healthy and safe environment is basic to this right. Cumulative exposure to war-simulation exercises in the islandmunicipality during 62 years of Navy control
has been associated with negative physical,
psychological, social, and ecological outcomes.
H igh rates of death, low birth weight, cancer,
vibroacoustic disease, and stress highlight the
health profile of the Viequenses.''
The experience of demilitarizing Vieques represents a textbook case of using community
health education methods and strategies to
mobilize against harmful policies. It provides a
specific context for examining the use of community organization, mass media, communication, skill training, legislation, policymaking,
political and ed ucational literacy, group
process and advocacy, and other methods of
mobilizing community members for healthrelated actions. It also provides a context for
examining the applicability of the 10 commitments for community health education (CHE)
described by Minkler. Although the
Viequenses may not have been aware of the
progressive sequence in her framework, their
choice of methods and practical strategies for
organizing, educating, and advocating for
health and human rights revealed the value of
the principles contained in the 10 CHE commitments for building community capacity
and collective efficacy for social change.
Consistent with the first CHE commitment
"Start where the people are, " the Committe~
for the Rescue and Development of Vieques,
which was one of the pillars of the movement,
built on the fo undations established over previous decades of advocacy and protests against

Nat'iotul lnternat'ional
the military presence in Vieques.
This and other organizations
understood the impact of the
long history of the island-municipality as a sea-to-land bombing
site for the US Navy and Marine
Corps, as attested by their change
in strategy after a 500-pound
bomb killed D avid Sanes, a civilian guard. Rather than continuing
to organize around the single
claim of US colonialism, the committee expanded its focus to
include protection of basic
human rights for the American
citizens living on the island, thus
allowing advocates to draw on
Viequenses' years of experience.
For almost 7 decades, Vieques
residents experienced a reduction
in the fishing industry- their
main source of employment; high
levels of psychosocial stress
induced by constant bombing;
disruption of family and social
ties owing to out-migration; high
rates of health problems, such as
cancer, arising from environmental degradation and contamination; and the depletion of natural
resources that had previously sustained the community. The experience of coping with these negative health outcomes over period
of 6 decades has become part of
the collective consciousness of
the island residents, and with that
long history has come an extensive repertoire of local talents and
skills that was integrated into the
new organizing approach.
Instead of the old strategy based
on the claims of colonialism, the
new strategy of organizing
focused on reclaiming human
rights lost during military occu-

pation and a community action
plan to first demilitarize the
island and subsequently decontaminate the land for sustainable
development. In recognition that
island residents were leading the
decision making process of the
campaign for the rescue and
development of Vieques, one of
the most active organizations in
the movement stated, "We have
faith in the capacity of the
Viequenses to act on their collective well-being," and, "We are
committed to support them until
they achieve peace." The
Committee for the Rescue and
Development of Vieques and
other organizations facilitate
training, technical assistance, and
support activities. These actions
aimed to enhance local residents'
behavioral, social, and political
competencies such that education and advocacy activities could
be sustained over a long period of
time. As if they were following
the second CHE commitment,
"Recognize and build on community strengths," their activities
built on the strengths of social
relations among the islanders and
the other Puerto Ricans residing
outside Vieques. Not only were
the sociohistorical and national
bonds between the Puerto Ricans
in Vieques and other Puerto
Rican municipalities and US
communities strengthened, but
also the resulting supportive
social structure played a vital role
in sustaining the public education
campaign.
Vieques welcomed thousands of
visitors who witnessed the impact
of the military maneuvers on people's lives and then returned to

I\~,

their communities to disseminate their findings and to seek
additional support for the goals
of the Viequenses. Consequently,
instrumental assistance, such as
technical
and
professional
expertise, consultation, coordination and financing of fact-finding
and advocacy delegations, media
education awareness, and advocacy activities in local communities and many other types of support for the Vieques movement
were mobilized through informal
and formal social networks
throughout the Caribbean.
One of the usual tests of health
education for social change is
embedded in the third CHE
commitment, "Honor thy community- but do not make it
holy." This refers to the ability of
leaders to promote fluid negotiation of both apparent and real
contradiction between the individual and collective goals. As
with any community organizing
process, Viequense leaders were
faced with the challenges posed
by developing a sense of local
ownership of the problem, while
simultaneously broadening the
impact of their education and
advocacy activities outside the
geographic
boundaries
of
Vieques. Managing a broadbased coalition to assemble over
100000 people for the largest
demonstrations ir1 the history of
Puerto Rico while addressing
multiple and contradictory agendas and identity polijj " g-10.1215 jg " remarkable feat of leadership. A strong sense of purpose,
accountability to people' s trust,
and col.
continues on next page
l ective
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continued from previous page
determination were the cornerstones of the Viequense approach
for conflict resolution and negotiation of contradictions between
individual and collective agendas.
In addition, personal testimonies
of those who had survive the
expropriation of their family land
by the Navy and experienced
other human rights violations as
well as those who had participated in previous efforts to end the
militarization of the island were
critical to understanding and
resolving conflicting perspectives.
These powerful testimonies
added to the collective history
and consciousness of the
Viequenses, serving as a reminder
of past community struggles to
end the military maneuvers. The
testimonies also illustrated the
significance of maintaining a high
degree of discipline and consensus about the collective goals.
To attain the fourth CHE commitment, "Fostering high level
community participation ," the
best tool used in Vieques was to
further link self-efficacy to collective efficacy by reaffirming that
every participant's contribution
was important for the success of
the campaign. Reflecting this philosophy was the name Todo
Puerto Rico con Vieques (All
Puerto Rico With Vieques) given
to the broader solidarity coalition
established outside the islandmunicipality. This dynamic coalition succeeded in creating an
action-oriented movement of the
civil society from very distinct,
and in some cases oppositional,

. .,. social agendas and ideological
orientations. Faith organizations,
labor
umons,
professional
groups, community groups, academic institutions, non-governmental organization, and thousands of concerned citizens
joined the movement.
In most municipalities in Puerto
Rico and in US Latino communities, the symbolism of Todos con
Vieques was speedily reproduced
into solidarity committees that
assumed responsibility for specific tasks, such as building, maintaining, and securing encampments on the bombing range and
for implementing awareness campaigns through local and international networks and organizations . Supporters contributed
their knowledge and skills to the
construction of chapels and
encampments to supply shelter to
hundreds of people practicing
civil disobedience. They also
organized community health education efforts through professional
conferences, workshops,
media, newspaper reports, filmed
and Internet communications,
research papers, teach-ins in colleges and schools, and written
handouts at public demonstrations.
The result was a popular consensus in favor of the Viequense
claims. Popular culture provided
a platform for the fifth CHE commitment; "Laughter is good medicine-and good health education." Including the arts, religion,
and other cultural activities in
educational and organizational
activities ties not only called
attention to the problem with the
situation in Vieques but also

allowed the movement to communicate messages about the
negative health consequences of
the militarization of Vieques in a
humorous context that resonated
with the audience. Well-known
artists not only contributed their
talents for media diffusion of the
problem but also joined peaceful
demonstrations that sent them to
jail along with thousands of other
protestors. Beyond the therapeutic and esthetic effects attributed
to political satire and humor,
artistic
productions
within
Vieques,
and
about
the
Viequenses experiences, reflected
the sentiments and feelings of solidarity present in audiences .
Performances often evolved into
interactive improvisations of
spectators' own hopes, aspirations, and possibilities for change.
Expressions of peace and joy
were essential components of the
community organizing strategy.
Cultural religious symbols, such
as crosses with names of those
lost to cancer; prayers; and other
spiritual rituals, contributed to
social cohesion, cultural solidarity, and political consciousness.
These cultural and religious practices serve to galvanize people's
resources for resistance in ways
that no other collective experience is able to produce.
Following the ninth CHE commitment, "Foster individual and
community empowerment," the
Viequenses transformed the legacy of colonized perceptual cognitive behavior, expressed in a
belief system of powerlessness
that prevented individual and
collective action, to produce an
antidote of cultural affirmation,
personal and political efficacy,

supportive structures for knowledge and skill building, and motivation to protect health and
well-being at the individual and
collective levels. The synergy of
all these elements combined in
this Viequense concoction produced a powerful response of
human agency by island residents
and other participants in the campaign to end the bombings, one
that asserted the individual and
collective ability to mobilize the
resources necessary to change
environmental conditions jeopardizing health and quality of
life.
Among the most powerful manifestations of increased efficacy
and a newly developed empowerment was the focused energy that
mobilized thousands of people.
This included hundreds of wellknown figures who brought public visibility to the claims; a strategic communication plan that utilized mass media to efficiently
communicate a consistent message, generating public support
for the ending of military opera tions in Vieques; and finally, the
strength of purpose and self
determination that led to peaceful
civil disobedience demonstrations, paralyzing the military
activity in the contested land.
The importance of the sixth CHE
commitment, "Health education
is educational-but it is also
political," was observed in
Vieques in activities associated
with political literacy for both citizens
and
policymakers.
Educationfor legislators and
other
government
officials
involved in policy development
was the target of a well-articulated campaign designed not only to
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promote health and human
rights, but to influence changes in
the federal policies that maintained the military presence in
Vieques.

Of significant importance were
the lobby efforts by hundreds of
citizens (los cabilderos del
pueblo)
who
traveled
to
Washington, DC, to present an
unified message to Congress and
the president's staff for the cessation of military simulation in
Vieques. Citizens who became
involved in advocacy for the first
time reproduced this type of
organizing at local, state, and
national levels in both Puerto
Rico and the United States; in the
process, they became aware of the
political roots of Vieques' militarization and the need to access
inner circles of decision making
in order to influence policy
change. Moreover, their advocacy
efforts strengthened
their
sociobehavioral capability to participate in political decisions
affecting their lives. In addition,
the development of health education materials for school children
and adults with low levels of literacy promoted active community
participation in protecting health
and the environment, as well as
increased political efficacy at the
community level.
The seventh CHE commitment,
"Thou shalt not tolerate the bad
'isms," is illustrated by the
Viequense struggle against environmental colonialism, racism,
and sexism. The Navy's occupation of two thirds of the
Viequense land in the 1940s happened within a context of the
colonial relation of Puerto Rico
with the United States. Extensive

,.,.,,!._,

--------environmental damage ha
jeopardized fishing and agriculture, the island's traditional economic base. This, in turn, had
resulted in high unemployment.
In response, throughout the
years, thousands of men were
forced to leave the island to find
jobs elsewhere. Thus, women and
their children who remained
behind in Vieques received the
greatest impact from the military
occupation in terms of health
problems such as cancer, injuries,
and a poor quality of life.
Responding to their situation ,
Viequense women established
their own organization , the
Alianza de Mujeres Viequenses
(Alliance of Viequense Women),
to protect their community, placing themselves at the forefront of
the movement, channeling their
grassroots health education
efforts through their networks,
and asserting their role as coleaders of the larger umbrella
coalition. The intersection of
colonialism, classism, racism, and
sexism in the experience of
Vieques served as a catalyst for
the unity of advocates of environmental justice, civil rights, and
women's rights working across
the United States and other countries in support of ending the
bombing practices.

By broadening the framework of
their Vieques work to a larger
agenda for protecting the right to
live, work, and play in a healthy
environment, organizers were acting in a way that was consistent
with the eighth CHE commitment, "Think globally, act local-
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called attention to the need for
policies that adequately monitor
protection of human rights in the
island. Connecting their grassroots efforts to the human rights
protection system of the United
Nations and international public
interest groups and professional
organizations , the movement
positioned the health risk in
Vieques as a th reat to basic
human rights and leveraged
external support for local actions.
Furthermore, and perhaps more
valuable, was island residents '
acquisition of new knowledge
and skills from other communities 'with a history of grassroots
mobilization against environmental injustices. This allowed the
expansion of their solidarity network to wider spheres.
The tenth CHE commitment,
"Work for social justice," brings
us back to the role of community
health educators as organizers in
advocating social, behavioral,
and environmental changes
essential for health and well
being. The Viequenses experience not only provided an effec-

tive model for campaigning for a
new US policy that demilitarized
the island but also bolstered the
existing evidence that health as a
fundamental human right is inextricably linked to equity and justice.

relation between the environment, health, and economic
development and reaffirm our
commitment to the objectives of
the aforementioned American
Public Health Association resolution.

The public health benefits of the
permanent cessation of bombing
activities are not expected until
the physical and social ecological
conditions
are
restored.
Although the heightened awareness
about
environmental
inequality created by the Vieques
case should trtinslate into more
attention from public health
agencies, currently there is no
systematic, concentrated effort to
eliminate the environmental and
socioeconomic devastation produced by the waste and toxic
materials dropped by the US
Navy and its tenants during
decades of military exercises.

Health educators and other public health advocates must continue to practice solidarity in restoring Vieques' natural resources
and quality of life. To accomplish
this, we must insist that (1 ) the
community must make decisions
regarding the utilization of insular and federal governmen t
resources allocated for environ
cleanup, sustain able economic
development, p rimary health
care and education, and other
basic human needs created by the
military practices; (2) the government must not discriminate in the
application and enforcement of
environmental policies and regulations; and (3) international
organizations must continue to
monitor progress toward reducing harm and achieving health,
environmental, and economic
justice for the people of Vieques.

As the Viequenses move into the
succeeding phase of their community action plan aimed at the
decontamination and the devolution of the land to the residents
for sustainable development, we
must keep in mind the reciprocal
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Visits to Vieques: Reflections from a Public Health Activist and Faculty Member
Dr. Michele Kelley, UIC School of Public Health

It is an honor for me to write a guest column in Que Ondee Sola. I am an Irish-something
American with an interest in social justice and
health. Because of my work and learning with the
Puerto Rican community in Chicago and because
of previous travel to Puerto Rico to learn about history and culture, and to present at public health
conferences; I made three visits to Vieques, Pueto
Rico between 2001 and 2005 . My first visit was
during the U.S. Navy occupation of the island, and
I was fortunate to meet a Puerto Rican activist and
graduate student in anthropology who was kind
enough to introduce me to the Campamento
Justicia y Paz (Camp for Peace and Justice), and to
give my brother and I tours of the entire island,
including parts previously used by the Navy for
storing bombs and explosives. At first it was hard
to believe that this beautiful place was violated for
so many years, but I realized that what I saw was
consistent with the colonial historical context. The
disparities in cancer and other health issues are
reminders to outsiders like me, that beyond the
beauty of this small island is a history of governmental abuse and deception that would not be tolerated in other democratic societies of the world.
In this article, I would like to (1) add my own perspective as a "humble world traveler" , social worker and public health scientist to complement the
article by Maria Idali Torres (2005) , that originally
appeared in the American Journal of Public Health
(AJPH) ; and (2) stimulate interest in public health
careers among Latino students. In the following
paragraphs, I will briefly discuss my encounters
with Viequenses, my observations of the inherent
strengths of their society in the face of adversity,
and how public healthlrelates to the health hazards
on the island, as well as to the social assets of the
community of Vieques.
Seeing Racism and Colonialism
Up Close and Personal

Before I visited Vieques for the first time, I
know there was a cancer cluster, and that the U.S.

military operations were implicated. Because the
goal of public health is to assure conditions under
which people can be healthy,1 environmental justice and social activism are considered a vital part
of public health. Public health is also concerned
with social determinants of health, that is, focusing
upstream on external causes that influence who will
be healthy and who has accesses to opportunities
for health. (McKinlay and Marceau, 2000) .
Examples include policies that support opportunities for culturally appropriate and accessible health
care, affordable and environmentally safe housing,
a sound local participatory economy and effective
educational institutions - the things that enable
communities to maintain the health of their residents (Institute of Medicine. 1988; Kreiger, 2001 ).
Also included are things that many people don 't
think about as connected to health such as enhancing positive cultural values and identity, reducing
effects of racism and oppression, and building on
community strength and social assets such as values, collective history, and indigenous leadership.
(Kreiger, 2000). This is what public health at the
community level means to me. The AJPH article By
Torres (2005) illustrates how such assets are being
deployed for self -determination of the island's
future and for environmental and social justice. Let
me now disclose some of my experiences as a visitor to Vieques, and how I discovered the tremendous social assets of this amazing community; and
relate my experiences to the field of public health.
Even though I was an American, I did not
feel prejudged by any local residents, who exhibited nothing but kindness and a willingness to help
me learn and enjoy my visit. On the contrary, the
white tourists who clustered around the bars and
restaurants owned by Americans, were extremely
rude and I was embarrassed by loud and drunken
behavior. They clearly saw this as their territory to
do with as they wished and exhibited flagrant disrespect if not hostility to
the Viequenses, especontinues on next page
cially those involved
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the movement to get the Navy out and return the
lands to the community. On one occasion, I waved
back to a local artist and activist who was driving
through Esperanza, announcing a local event from
his truck. He had a large Puerto Rican flag proudly
displayed from the back of the vehicle. Upon seeing my greeting, one of the Americans working the
bar in a restaurant chastised me saying, "don't
encourage them ". I was disgusted with their
remark and told them so. Another observation I
made was of the tremendous sense of community
the Veiquenses have in spite of the fact that their
island has been under siege for decades, causing
family and dense social networks to be fragmented
through out-migration to other areas (e.g. main
island of Puerto Rico, other Caribbean islands).
Even though the communities on Vieques did not
have much monetary wealth (and the occupation of
the U.S. Navy compromised a participatory economy) , it was evident that people took pride in their
homes, their culture, and their island, and cared
for each other. In the face of chronic housing
shortages because of the U.S. possession of substantial land, families took each other in and there
was not overt homelessness in the streets. The
Spirit of the people is not broken and they are not
defeated. The resistance movement continues.
As a social worker and public health professional , I knew that social cohesion was a protective factor, in spite of the destructive forces of
oppression and racism, which are direct threats to
health. There is solid scientific evidence on how
racism and destruction of communities effects
health; both mentally and physically (Kreiger 2000,
2001) . These phenomena are part of a broader
group of health risk and protective factors called
social determinants of health. The opportunity
structure that assigns chances for wealth or poverty
are also part of these social determinants. (Kreiger,
2001). Likewise, social cohesion and cultural pride
are positive social determinants of health and cannot be underestimated . The formation of local
organizations that continue to address the environmental and social justice issues attest to the
tremendous social capital among the people of
18
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Vieques (Kawachi, 1997).
It Takes a Community of Wellness
When public health professionals
encounter communities with health disparities we
must reflect on why these disparities continue to
persist and what are the community's theories
about them, and what are community preferences
for taking action? We must ask how we can be useful to help the community to advance its health.
And we must recognize that despite disparities, all
communities have resources and assets and history
that can be brought to bear on any given health
issue. While access to good medical care is necessary for heath, it will never be sufficient. In fact,
the health status of most people is more likely to
be effected by social determents of health, and the
stressors and resources in their daily lives, than by
1 or 2 short visits to medical care faculties. The
average medical visit with a health care provider is
only sixteen minutes (Blumenthal, Causino, Chang,
Culpepper, et al. , 1999) and there is clear evidence
that we need improved and more culturally competent care for Latinos (Smedley, Stith, and Nelson,
2003 ). Now more than ever there is mounting evidence that place (geographic and social space) matters in terms of health; and that destroying communities through gentrification is a great health hazard (Fullilove, 2004; Anderson, Scrimshaw,
Fullilove Fielding, (2003).
The Chicago community is fortunate to
have launched a whole community initiative,
Building a Community of Wellness, that takes an
upstream focus (McKinlay and Marceau, 2000) to
dealing with social (external) determinants of
health, as well as culturally appropriate health education/ health promotion activities (La Voz del
Paseo Boricua, October 2004). The motto for this
wonderful initiative, Con Familias Saludables,
Nuestra Comunidad hecha pa'lante, embodies a
progressive expression of public health at the community level. If you are interested in helping your
community to improve the life chances of the residents and improve the health of an entire population of people (whereas clinical professions attempt
to do this one by one); consider public health as a

.
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career. At the University of Illinois at Chicago School of Public Health, we have special funding for those
interested in maternal/ family and child health (MCH). For more information, please look at the website of
the American Public Health Association: apha.org ; visit the UIC website below, and take a look at my
webpage (link is on the UIC site) and contact us.
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ENDNOTE BELOW IN SMALL FONT FOR MORE INFORMATION
1 What is Public Health?
http://www.asph.org; accessed 02/ 19/ 05
The mission of public health is to "fulfill society's interest in assuring conditions in which people can be healthy." (Institute of
Medicine, Committee for the Study of the Future of Public Health, Division of Health Care Services. 1988. The Future of Public
Health. National Academy Press, Washington, DC)
Public health carries out its mission through organized, interdisciplinary efforts that address the physical, mental and environmental
health concerns of communities and populations at risk for disease and injury. Its mission is achieved through the application of
health promotion and disease prevention technologies and interventions designed to improve and enhance quality of life. Health
promotion and disease prevention technologies encompass a broad array of functions and expertise, including the three core public
health functions:
* assessment and monitoring of the health of communities and populations at risk to identify health problems and priorities;
* formulating public policies, in collaboration with community and government leaders, designed to solve identified local and
national health problems and priorities;
* assuring that all populations have access to appropriate and cost-effective care, including health promotion and disease prevention services, and evaluation of the effectiveness of that care.
The Ten Essential Public Health Services*
* Monitor health status to identify community health problems
* Diagnose and investigate health problems and health hazards in the community
* Inform, educate, and empower people about health issues
* Mobilize community partnerships to identify and solve health problems
* Develop policies and plans that support individual and community health efforts
* Enforce laws and regulations that protect health and ensure safety
* Link people to needed personal health services and assure the provision of health care when otherwise unavailable
* Assure a competent public health and personal health care workforce
* Evaluate effectiveness, accessibility, and quality of personal and population-based health services
* Research for new insights and innovative solutions to health problems.
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Now, my heart skips a beat
'fl#
And my internal bombazo replicates a light-rod 93- sellBe du be dop ba du bop beat
It's a little harder to breathe
Maybe I'll pay for a hit of tranquility
Don't they sell that at the oxygen spot up the-bl ck
I stand up, keep walking, paying more attention
I'm hungry, not only for change
Because after all ...
I am a big girl
Bacalao and vianda mouth watering
ying saucer, Settimana cafe, Leticia's Organic Bakery
How is it that with all these abuelas and tias around here
There isn't one place in sight I can get a decent mixta
or sazon seasoned chicken thigh?
Can I get a large Bustelo?
:1
Please hold the Yahoo anyhoo
Boost de low?
That sounds hip man
Where can I get some of that?
Is tha~ Pren h man?
You can't poser, its-- mine, leave-it alo
My bes friend's Ziggy's dreads, they're
My brother owns his Sean JeaJ,il and Ti.Jn'
What's next, a mini-cooper with 20" r·
Middle-eastern themes, A · abian dr
s
Don't fake
Japanese jGs"t to feed m
No GAP o
ana repuo ican jeans
Would yo
n as closel
Eef I talk 1
ees?
Or try to pu~ m o
way be-'c:aus
See, my pockets
It's not hollow ·
It's not as
w owo
Who allo
Andmak
I just hav
Notto m
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I'm usu
cell phone
to noti
Starb
outique
As I
ine tanning salon
and the sushi stll'Pluf
I can't seem to puf' finger on it just yet
I see a bench
:d since I've walked a couple
am a big girl
decide to sit
Then it hit me and it hits me bar
· piphany
es of us stopping this g
to stomp out my Boricua pride is as
Me Doing a summersault and landing into
Where Lorenzo used to sell his famous
alcapurrias fo .75 is now quite concrete
See, before it had this
·
Salsa, Me engue, Adobo
I'i;n repulsed.and_sickene
Turned into morbid hous
c
s, and what exactly is a Venetl
eca se I don' look like a banana t
eca
on' frequ
neighb
ow ab~ iibhf'fact that
allow
ut
r
umbol
a

lem
I
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